WHILE I RELISH OUR WARM MONTHS,
WINTER FORMS OUR CHARACTER AND
BRINGS OUT OUR BEST.
– TOM ALLEN.

A NEW YUMMY
RECIPIE THAT YOU
AND YOUR
CHILDREN CAN
ENJOY!

RODGER FEDERER
BUILDS 50 NEW
PRESCHOOLS IN
AFRICA.
More information on the
final page

Bellingen
Preschool Inc.

Pie Drive - Fundraiser

First Day of Winter ---------------------1st
World Environment Day --------------5th
Ramadan (Begins) ----------------------7th
World Oceans Day ---------------------8th
Red Nose Day ---------------------------24th

Term 2 fundraiser will be a pie drive with pies
supplied by the Swiss Patisserie. They are a
family sized pie with many flavours to choose
from, at a very reasonable price of $12.00.
Monies raised will support initiatives to benefit
children at Bellingen Preschool. Please feel
free to ask your family and friends as you may
place an order for them also. Order forms will
be placed in your child’s locker. Please note that
th
all orders and money must be returned by Wednesday 15 June 2016.

Red Nose Day
SIDS and Kids is dedicated to saving the lives of babies and children
during pregnancy, birth, infancy and childhood and supporting bereaved
families. In Australia each year over 3,500 families experience the
sudden and unexpected death of a baby or child. By supporting Red
Nose Day you are helping to find answers for parents by funding and
supporting vital research. Bellingen Preschool will be holding Dress in
Red, and cooking with red food days with a gold coin donation.
nd
rd
th
Wednesday 22 , Thursday 23 and Friday 24 June 2016.

RED NOSE DAY – 24TH

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY – 5TH
World Environment Day (WED) is the United Nations’
principal vehicle for encouraging worldwide awareness
and action for the environment. The WED theme this
year is "Seven Billion Dreams. One Planet. Consume with
Care." The well being of humanity, the environment, and
the functioning of the economy, ultimately depend upon
the responsible management of the planet’s natural
resources. Find out more at
www.unep.org/wed/index.asp
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Slow cooker chicken soup
Ingredients
4 potatoes, peeled and diced
4 carrots, peeled and sliced
2 brown onions, diced
4 sticks of celery, sliced
4 cloves garlic, crushed
1 pct. French onion soup
2L chicken stock
6 chicken thighs whole, trimmed of all fat
1/2 cup flat-leaf parsley, chopped

Method
1. Place all the vegetables into the pot in order of list.
2. Mix French onion soup into the chicken stock and
pour over vegetables.
3. Push chicken thighs under liquid and cook for a
minimum of 4 hours on high or 8 hours on low setting.
4. Remove chicken from pot and using 2 forks shred
the chicken thighs. Return chicken to pot and stir in
the flat-leaf parsley.
Notes:
a) Place the hard vegetables on the bottom of the pot to
make sure they all cook properly. B) Mix the French onion
soup into the stock ensures that the flavour is distributed
evenly c) Serve it with crusty bread and stir a generous
handful of chopped parsley through it before serving.
Source: www.kidspot.com.au/kitchen/recipes/slow-cookerchicken-soup-1196?ref=collection_view%2Cslow-cookerrecipes

SIDS and Kids is dedicated to saving the lives of babies
and children during pregnancy, birth, infancy, childhood
and supporting bereaved families. Each year Red Nose
Day is the last Friday in June.
Fundraising activities and events run for the entire
month of June. Get involved rednoseday.com.au

App Reviews
Below are three apps designed to guide relaxation
and meditation in young children and one just for
the bubs attention.

Breathe, Think, Do with Sesame
Sesame Street - FREE

Adorable, familiar Sesame
Street characters engage kids,
who'll have fun actively helping
the blue monster deal with
problems.

Super Stretch Yoga
Momentous Institute - FREE

Simple yet beautiful, emotional
regulation tool for children: the
charming graphics and smooth
animations make it likely that kids
will find Settle Your Glitter enticing. The app helps kids
choose the name of their emotion and its intensity
before practicing one method to calm down.

Super Stretch Yoga
The Adventures of Super Stretch,
LLC - FREE

Super Stretch Yoga HD offers a
kid-friendly guide to 12 different
yoga poses and lots of gentle
encouragement to get moving. Each pose is
introduced by a short animation, and a live video with
kids attempting the pose and the animated Super
Stretch explaining what they’re doing.

Infant Zoo lite
Treebetty LLC - FREE

Attract your baby’s attention
and curiosity with the high
contrast images in this Baby
app. Infant Zoo has been specifically designed for
newborns and young babies, which can only
perceive high contrast colours at the beginning,
which makes this app perfectly suitable for Babies.

Focus Article: Digital tablets in preschool settings
What does the research say?
Touch-screen tablets are not only being used in primary
and secondary classrooms, pre-schools are also employing
the technology as a literacy-learning tool. Griffith
University’s Dr. Michelle Neumann and Professor David
Neumann have reviewed current research in this area,
exploring teaching strategies and the impact tablets are
having in early years settings.
As the Digital Education Research Network (DERN)
reported recently, Michelle Neumann has also carried out
her own study into young children and screen time in a
home context. The Queensland academics’ review of the
literature, published in the Journal of Early Childhood
Literacy, looks at dozens of studies that have been carried
out in pre-school settings across the world, and offers
pointers for future research.
Using the technology
In terms of the skills needed to use tablet devices such as
iPads, research has shown that the majority of
Preschoolers can open apps on their own, finger trace on
the screen, swipe to turn eBook pages and use story
making apps independently. Nuemann and Neumann’s
literature review found, in addition to independent access,
pre-school educators are using tablets for whole class and
group work, including scaffold instruction, through apps
such as iWrite, Doodle Buddy and Drawing Pad. This
scaffolding extends to skills such as pinch and zoom or
stretch. ‘…it has also been noted that tablets allow
children with limited letter-shaping ability to write because
they can use the pop-up keyboard to type words,’ the
authors add. Letters can be moved around on the screen
and the portability of devices means youngsters can get up
and move around the classroom looking for words and
letters. Drawing and painting apps allow Preschoolers to
change the thickness of brushes and colours and use
stamps.
Digital versus traditional
So, how does the tech stack up against traditional
methods? The academics say, according to current
research, there are pluses and minuses when comparing
digital to paint. On the plus side, continuous touch
movements are more frequent with iPads and youngsters
were able to keep their focus because they didn’t have to
keep going back to the paint palette to reload their brush
or dip in their finger. However, it was suggested they may
not be able to have the same sensory awareness with
digital - the feel and consistency of the paint, and
differences in touch pressure (pressing down hard with a
pencil, for example). ‘Therefore, it is suggested that both
non-digital and digital tools are needed to support a
greater range of tactile experiences.’

The Queensland authors also point to studies from 2013
showing 'tablets and literacy apps do not significantly
improve literacy skills (phonemic awareness, alphabet
knowledge),' although they caution that those studies do
have their limitations and call for further empirically
designed studies to clarify the impact of digital devices on
emergent literacy development in pre-schools.
Strategies to support learning
Summing up, they say parents and teachers need to be given
strategies to scaffold learning and it really is a case of
choosing the most appropriate resources for each task. ‘The
research to date suggests that tablets and apps may have
potentially positive and negative effects on children’s
emergent literacy development. For example, a tablet may
be a more effective tool to foster children’s letter shaping ...
Alternatively, reading a paper-printed storybook may be
better at fostering aspects of emergent literacy than reading
an e-book on a tablet due to an app’s distracting features.'
References: Neumann, M.M., and Neumann, D.L. (2015). The
use of touch-screen tablets at home and pre-school to foster
emergent literacy. Journal of Early Childhood Literacy.
Prepublished December 2015, DOI:
10.1177/1468798415619773
https://www.teachermagazine.com.au/article/using-digitaltablets-in-pre-school-settings-what-does-the-research-say
Further reading: Neumann, M.M. (2015). Young children and
screen time: creating a mindful approach to digital
technology. Australian Educational Computing, 30(2).

HEALTH & SAFETY: Heater safety this winter
It’s just so cold! Winter is upon us – Heaters certainly have a place
in our homes; however, every year children are hospitalised due to
burns. The injuries range from superficial third degree burns to full
thickness first-degree burns. Children of 2-5 years old are the most
commonly admitted, with hands being the predominant point of
injury. Even touching the grate or casing of the heater can lead to
permanent scarring, and in some cases prolonged treatment times.
Kidsafe has issued an online fact sheet detailing the measures parents
and carers can take to avoid their little ones getting burnt this winter.
Tips to Keep Your Kids Safe this Winter
•

Remember that there is no nightwear on the market, which is
100%, fireproof, so choose materials, which have a low likelihood
of catching alight. Wool poses a lower risk, as does nylon,
however, nylon can melt and stick to the skin. Choose garments
that are close-fitting with no frills and check the fire danger
warning on the label. Chenille and cotton-flannelette are highly
flammable so it would be advisable to avoid these materials for
nightwear.

•

Before pulling your heater out of storage check online to make
sure that the model you are using has not been recalled. Also
check the cord for any fraying or breaks, and ensure that the
power outlet on your wall is securely attached. When you turn the
heater on stay alert to any unusual sounds or smells, these could
be an indication that your heater needs to be replaced.

•

Keep the heater in a central room where an adult can supervise it
easily. Burns to children often occur when they have been left
alone in the room with a heater, so investing in a fireguard can
also decrease your child’s chances of injury. To be effective the
guard must be securely attached to a wall so that the heater is
behind a firm barricade. It must also be a decent height with gaps
between 5-9cms to avoid other injuries such as falling in, or
getting a head, arm or finger stuck.

World Oceans Day
th

World Oceans Day on June 8 is the United
Nations recognised day of ocean celebration
and action. This year, people all over our blue
planet are celebrating with the theme “Healthy
Oceans, Healthy Planet.” Organisations and
individuals around the world are promoting
prevention of plastic ocean pollution with
events in their communities, special
announcements, and everything in between!

•

Rather than leaving a heater in your child’s room overnight, use it
initially to heat up the room- perhaps while you read them a story;
then remove it when you leave. This ensures that you have
supervised the area while in use. Wearing long pyjamas and adding
extra blankets to the bed is a safer solution to keep out the cold, and
it decreases the risk of dehydration during the night.

•

Think twice about using baby walkers during the colder months as
they make it a lot easier for little hands to reach hot surfaces.

•

Finally, one of the most important things that you can do is to teach
your child how to be safe around heat sources. You can create
imaginary scenarios such as ‘what would you do if you got burnt or
caught fire?’ When the heater is turned off and cool, use it as a prop
to enact how these accidents can happen, and what they would
need to do next. For example, if they burnt their hand they must
place it under cold running water for 20 minutes and call out for
someone’s help. Remember that acting fast is essential when in a
burns emergency, so children need to know what to do.
Nothing beats learning life skills early on…
Heaters and other electrical appliances don’t only cause burns to
children, they can be deadly when left unattended or when faulty. If
you do nothing else this winter, check that you have working fire
alarms in your home. Put a first aid kit in your garage so you can
access it from outside. Show your children how to escape a fire if it
was ever to occur in your house by making the easiest exits obvious,
and finally, role-play this simple advice to avoid toxic smoke
inhalation- drop down low and go, go, go!
For emergencies call: 000

How can you get involved? “Simply take
3 pieces of rubbish with you when you
leave the beach, waterway or …anywhere
and dispose of them thoughtfully.”
Take 3' is a not-for-profit organisation
formed in Australia in 2009 that aims to
raise awareness of plastic pollution
(marine debris) by encouraging each visitor to the beach, waterway
or...anywhere to simply take 3. We also encourage everyone to reduce
unnecessary plastic consumption - and make our lives a little less plastic! Find
out more at http://www.take3.org.au.

Shoe Match - Materials: many pairs of shoes!
This is a very simple activity to engage young children in learning about comparing objects. Firstly gather a pairs of shoes
from all members of your family and place them in a pile together.
•
•
•

Discuss with your child the similarities and differences between shoes, are they the same colour, type or size?
Start by matching pairs together. Demonstrate first; your blue left jogger with your blue right jogger.
Once the concept is understood extend the activity to match colours or even types of shoes.

Dates to remember
Wednesday 15th June

Pie Drive orders due

Wednesday 22nd June
Thursday 23rd June
Friday 24th June

Red Nose day
Red Nose day
Red Nose day

Friday 1st July

Last day of term

FEDERER BUILDS 50 NEW
PRESCHOOLS IN AFRICA.
The 34 year-old Swiss athlete has funded the
building of schools for years, like this one in the
video located in Malawi. He spent the day at the
preschool visiting, sitting in classes, helping cook
and serve lunch, and hanging out with the kids on
their playground.
The early childhood Centre’s are scattered
throughout six countries, with more than 50
preschools in Malawi alone.
“I’m so happy and emotional that I can see a
preschool of this quality here–it’s quite
extraordinary,” said Federer during his visit. ”The
community is so committed to helping the kids, it’s
so important (as) the foundation for learning.”
To date, the Roger Federer Foundation has spent
$13 million over the past decade, touching the lives
of more than 285,000 children. With renewed
focus and the involvement of local teachers and
NGOs, it plans to be feeding and teaching one
million kids by 2018.
Source: http://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/rogerfederer-african-preschools/
.

How can we make our
newsletter even better?

Bellingen Preschool Inc.

What information would
you like us to include?

Email: bellingenpreschool@bigpond.com
Phone number: 0412 298501

